
Find Your Focus, Master Distraction, and Get the Right PR Sh*t Done!
Below, I’ve taken Peter Bergmans’ principles from his book 18 Minutes and applied them

to a day in the life of a PR professional.

Step 1: (5 minutes)

Your Digital PR Morning Minutes

This is your opportunity to plan your digital PR for the day. Before turning on your computer or
picking up your smartphone, sit down with your to-do list and decide what needs to happen to
make this a successful day.

Determine what can you realistically accomplish, whether it’s media research, writing a press
release, researching a new Twitter tool, sitting in on a webinar, or getting ready for that next
conference.

If you have crossed the digital bridge and must turn on the screen versus using paper, then
check social media calendars in your Google Docs, project management in Basecamp, Asana
or get social and collaborate in Slack.

Step 2: (1 minute every hour)

PR Refresh and Refocus

Managing your PR time hour-by-hour is both a discipline and science. Don’t let the hours
manage you. How many times do you suddenly realize you have spent the last 20 minutes



reading mindless social media updates, snapping away on Snapchat, thumbing Facebook
Pages, an Instagram image regram, or reading an article from an email subscription? Set your
phone, laptop, or Apple watch to ring every hour and start the work listed on your calendar.
When you hear the beep, do a PR checkup.

Assess your progress, and recommit the next hour to getting back on track. Momentum inspires
you to be more productive.

🤫 Shhhh Modern PR Secret: Shine Text sends you free daily text messages with
motivational quotes, positive affirmations, and actions you can take every morning.

Step 3: (5 minutes)

Your PR Plan After Dark: At the end of your day, shut your main screen and review your modern
PR day. Ask yourself some questions:

“How did my PR day go?”

“What did I learn today?”

“With whom did I interact?”

“Did I meet new media on Twitter or Linkedin that I should send a quick @reply?”

“Was there a nice RT of me I should acknowledge?”

“Are there any comments on my blog I should respond to?”

Building and maintaining relationships is critical in modern PR, and it’s easy to forget that it
takes just a few minutes to share appreciation, congratulate someone, or offer thanks.

All that seems easy, but here are some tips to add to the 18-minute plan.

PR Delete

It’s very hard to say no. All of these unscheduled things can rob you of important and strategic
social media time. To get the right things done, choosing what to ignore is as important as
choosing what to focus on.

Schedule the Hardest First

Bregman emphasizes (it is really hard to always do) placing the hardest and most important
items at the beginning of the day. He also notes the power of “when” and “where.” Studies show



when you schedule an action item with a time and date, the chances of it getting done are far
greater than letting it float. No meetings in the morning!

Balance Connectivity

PR Managers Connect with their Community

Being on the frontlines of your PR news channels can be a cross between a reporter on a
breaking news desk and a community hotline. A traditional news desk is constantly looking for
tips on breaking news to cover and also juggling the daily programming. A community hotline is
on the frontlines and never knows what type of questions and comments might come up for
moderation and advice.

PR FOMO is SO not YOU!

Lisa Buyer’s Modern PR Secrets offer is coming to a close BUT your journey to becoming a
Modern PR mastermind is just beginning. This deal waits for no one, so 👉 grab your boost of
fame today for only $499. Enroll me now in Modules 1-3, with Module 4 dropping next week!

● Sick of paying high public relations retainers and not getting results? Level up!
● Done with the old-school PR mindset? Burst the bubble.
● Ready to land your next interview with Forbes? Learn the secrets.
● Get found in Google? Optimize your strategy.
● Be a star on social media? Host the show.

I’m all in! More info here

Don’t wait! Module 4 (News and Storytelling) launches next week, and the price will rise to $699.

PS: Modules 5,6, and 7 are launching soon, and the course price will be $1299. Enroll now at
this early bird intro price of $499.

https://modernprsecrets.thebuyergroup.com/
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